Diamond Fire
Web
The Ultimate Premises Based
Tracking & Reporting Solution
Track and manage your premises-based
information from anywhere with Diamond Fire
Web (DFW).
Developed exclusively for Fire and Building
Control Authorities in Ireland, DFW provides users
with the flexibility to access to information, files
and reports whether in the office or out on
inspections.
The introduction of workflow-driven processes
ensures that all necessary data is captured,
helping to reduce errors and office workloads,
whilst expanding operational capabilities.
Developed using the latest technology and
integrating new advanced features, DFW is the
most comprehensive premises management
software available.

Benefits of Diamond
Fire Web
Linked functionality is included
across multiple systems, including
iPlan, GeoDirectory & Eircode
Reduced costs through the central
management of documents

Import Commencement Notice
data from BCMS directly into DFW

Easily compile statistics, reports &
KPI’s at the touch of a button
Access historical paper files in DFW
with the Scanned Document
Module

Mapping
Mapping functionality is included as standard with
Diamond Fire Web.

Built upon Azimap, our

industry-leading web GIS software, users can extract
added value from their geographic information.
With Azimap, it is possible to visualise information
connected

to

all

the

premises

within

your

operational area, helping to easily identify trends or
patterns in your data.
Further analysis of your geographic information can
be conducted with additional datasets to uncover
specific areas to focus on, such as fire prevention
methods

or

the

need

for

additional

safety

inspections.
Future updates to Azimap will expand its capabilities
with the inclusion of routing analysis, drive time
analysis and buffer analysis tools.

Benefits of Mapping in DFW
Manage premises information and Fire

Uncover

Authority assets through a location-based

information campaigns or which require

interface

inspection

Visualisation of data enables the easy

Gain further insight through the use of

identification of trends or patterns

routing and buffer analysis tools

Easily identify premises that are missing
required documentation

at-risk

areas

to

target

with

Detect & eliminate location-based errors

Find out more at:
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mallontechnology.com/software/
diamond-building-control-and-fireservice-software/diamond-fire-web
+ 353 (0) 1 513 4789

